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Reproductive Processes 
Track 12 – Disc 2 

 
 
Chorus  
Sexual, asexual 
Two types of reproduction 
Duplication, replication 
Mitosis is the function 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
Verse 1 
You want sexual reproduction 
A male and a female are what we need 
The male part or the stamen has to be 
Pushed into the female literally 
Then one part of the stamen, called the anther 
Makes the pollen or male reproductive cells 
The pollen is flown over like it was in the plane 
By the birds and the bees 
Through the wind and the rain 
When the pollen or the sperm contacts the egg 
There was a slight battle  
But there’s one that wins 
Egg and sperm get a little bit more familiar 
And that’s where fertilization begins 
So the eggs become pollinated seeds 
A word we learn and now know what it means 
Pollen from a stamen to a pistil, you see 
To a seed that grows and the cycle repeats 
It repeats, it repeats 
 
(Repeat Chorus) 
 
Verse 2 
Option 2 and equivalent too 
Means the plant is capable of reproducing 
On its own, it forms a true clone 
Asexual reproduction as it’s known 
Can take place without the need for pollinating 
In new space another plant can be created 
When the first plant develops  
Stems that spread out 
A long way away and touches the ground 
The cells separate  
And adapt a new environment 
 

 
Into root tissue for an early retirement 
Then new stems with the new leaves grow 
And you have a new plant 
But there’s more to know to asexually reproduce 
You can cut a stem and choose 
And put it in a bed of soil  
And then let it flow, let it flow  
Because every plant has to grow 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
Verse 3 
Every cell needs to duplicate 
Itself and every part, its DNA 
And the two new cells that are created 
Are from mitosis and its early stages 
Prophase a cell wants to divide 
It prepares itself for the Metaphase alignment 
Of the pieces for the big split 
Then Anaphase comes and separation begins 
To pull half the chromosomes  
To one side of the cell 
And then we know Telophase is the next stage 
On it's way to split the cells 
Into two halves 
Two DNA strands walking two paths 
For the Interphase which some may say 
Is when the cell is back to normal  
Or its resting state 
It's surviving and preparing for it's lucky day 
When mitosis is needed  
And we're back to Prophase 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
 
 
 
 
 


